COMPETENCE CENTER AI CONSULTING

Competence Center
AI Consulting
With the Competence Center Artificial Intelligence (AI) meets Consulting, targens combines its experience in the areas of integrated bank
management and financial markets with digital innovation.

AI consulting unite all
professional
competencies

The Artificial Intelligence (AI) meets Consulting Competence Center combines all the
professional competencies of targens such as consulting, integrated bank management and
financial markets, e.g.

Environment, Social & Governance (ESG)
Handelsregulierung
Regulatory Reporting
Integrierte Finanzarchitektur

In combination with the Artificial Intelligence (AI) service portfolio: strategy
consulting, conceptualisation, pilot studies, data analysis, data collection, development of machine learning models for structured and unstructured data.
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We apply modern techniques such as natural language processing and optical character recognition.
The Competence Center AI Consulting offers customers lots of added value:
Process optimisation and automation
Reducing risks
Improving the quality of decisions
Cost reduction
Scalability
Improving efficiency

As an expert consultancy for banking, compliance and digital innovation, targens is the leading
provider of consulting and software solutions. Based in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, the company has 30 years of experience in the development of internationally proven compliance services
for financial institutions with futuristic and disruptive technologies. Using artificial intelligence and
blockchain technology to create innovative products that provide the highest possible value to
our clients. With its consulting portfolio, targens supports clients in their banking and corporate
management, trading activities and the safeguarding of business processes.
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You have questions or
want more information?
Then get in touch with us!

Your Contact
Competence Center AI Consulting
ai-consulting@targens.de

